
INFLUENCER MARKETING  
EXPLAINED 



Where do we start?





What we’ll cover today: 

1. What is influencer marketing? 
2. Is it for me? 

3. Building a strategy 
4. Identifying and reaching influencers 

5. Measuring success 
6. Myths busted 







1-3% people are creating content. 

20% involved in the conversation. 

The rest are passive consumers.



Platforms women use to  
learn about products: 

58% YouTube 
52% Facebook 
46% Instagram 

 



1. It’s powerful 

- new channel 
- connect directly 

- organic 
- at scale 

 



2. It’s social 

- leverage power of mouth to mouth 
- consumer to consumer 

- using large scale social media 
 



3. It’s trending



4. It’s organic 

- avoid banner blindness  
- add to the consumer experience,  

rather than interrupting it 
- talk with your audience, not at them 

 



5. It’s targetable and measurable 

- collect data 
- analyse insights 





A how-to guide…



Fifty Acres Academy 

ONLINE CONVERSATIONS!

Online exposure 

Online advocacy 

Offline exposure 

Offline advocacy





Fifty Acres Academy 

Who are my tribe - which audience/s?

DEVELOP A 
STRATEGY

Where are my tribe - which platform?

Making an offer

Measuring success

Who influences my tribe?



The three R’s: 
Reach  

Relevance 
Resonance 





Fifty Acres Academy 

GIVE THEM SOMETHING 
\ Make an offer: 

\ Content for their channel 

\ Affiliation 

\ Recognition 

\ Giveaways 

\ Invitations to unique experiences 

\ Products and samples



Research before you reach out. 



Sealing the deal: 

\ use plain language, keep it simple 
\ introduce yourself and your organization 

\ be brief 
\ explain why you have contacted them 

\ benefits for them 
\ follow up with a call 
\ tailor your pitch



Measuring Success 

\ impressions  
\ engagements 
\ conversions 
\ conversation





Myth busters.



Myth 1: A-List Celebrities make the best 
influencers 

Truth: Anyone can be an influencer



Myth 2: The best influencers are those with a 
heap of followers 

Truth: quality over quantity 



Myth 3: The best influencers are those with the 
widest reach 

Truth: consider relevance and resonance 





Myth 4: The influencer you engage with solely 
determines whether your content is shared or not 

Truth: quality and platform play a role 



Myth 5: Influencers will post anything you want 
them to 

Truth: integrity and trust are key



Myth 5: Influencers will post anything you want 
them to 

Truth: integrity and trust are key





Thank you!


